IT'S TIME TO MOVE YOUR CAREER FORWARD.

Education Research Masters

Masters by Research in Education (MRes) from the National College of Education.

We want new voices to drive research forward through live contributions to our incredible sector, elevating its status, accelerating yours.

- 12-18 months to fit around your schedule
- Original research project in your area of interest within education
- Widening participation through affordable price
Teaching is a Masters profession, and the profession is increasingly evidence-informed.

We need new voices driving Educational Research. This Masters by Research in Education will accelerate your confidence in developing your own research and communicating it to the sector.

We’ve created this brand-new MRes programme to introduce new research into the sector. There is a gap between existing educational research and a profession that is becoming increasingly evidence-led – we need new voices to bridge it.

We are encouraging applications from all backgrounds and areas of interest including Educational Leadership, Teaching and Learning, SEND and Educational Administration.

The Masters by Research in Education programme has been designed to fit around your existing commitments; it can be completed between 12 and 18 months and is delivered through a blended learning model that incorporates online delivery and live sessions.

Upon completion, you will present your research paper for peer-reviewed journal submission consideration and indeed to the wider education community through your very own press release.

The Education Research Masters is a remarkable opportunity for those looking to catapult their career whilst leaving a lasting mark on the sector.

Every teacher should be a Master.
Together we can make it happen.